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NOTE: 1. Answer ALL Questions. Answer the parts of the same question together. 
2. Answer should be brief and specific. 
3. Analytical Approach and Contemporary outlook will be appreciated 

1. Discuss the various parameters that would govern the choice of material for design of 
a week- end travel bag. What are the materials you would suggest for the same? 

Also, explain the general steps of arriving at any product price with reference to the 
value of the product in the market. Discuss the vanous pricing strategies and 
objectives and their relevance in different context. (5+10 = 15) 

2. You need to design a colour cell phone (2G) with basic facilities like talking, sending 
and receiving messages, doing basic calculation, playing games, taking photographs, 
setting reminder and listening to radio. Highlight how you are going to apply the 
different principles of Universal Deign while designing from user interface point of 
view? You are to design the external shell only and not the electronic circuit. (10) 

OR 

Explain with relevant examples the various design issues that are referred to while 
design of controlling device for products. (10) 

3. What is the difference between B2B marketing and B2C marketing? How will the 
customer choice affect the marketing strategies and the PDS? Explain with relevant 

4. 

examples. (10) 
OR 

With reference to changing socio - economic scenario in rural areas of India explain 
how the rural product design and marketing strategies differ from those in urban 
areas? Explain with relevant examples. (10) 

Write short notes on (any four) (5*4 = 20) 

a) 'Penetration pricing' and 'skim pricing' 
b) Elements of Effective Visual Merchandising in Advertisement 
c) Company issues in preparation ofPDS 
d) Techniques of plastic forming 
e) Difference between anodizing and powder coating 
f) Use of wrought iron in product design 
g) Basic steps of use of Anthropometric Data for Product Design 

5. What are the various grips involved in design of the Hand held devices? Clarify with 
a few relevant examples. (5) 




